ACROSS
1. Auction heading to major city in the Pacific Northwest (5)
2. Very left-leaning drunk takes drug for a sexual problem (9)
3. Meander to different university (5, 4)
4. Indeed, tent in retreat accommodates fifty (5)
5. Feels bad about losing the first birds (6)
6. Son led in unusually dangerous place (5, 3)
7. Bizarre alien race capturing tribe’s chief? Tell me about it (1, 3, 6)
8. Stalk some baseball players from the East (4)
9. You spread around acceptable coupling device (4)
10. Weird faceless duo taking direction “act unknown” (10)
11. Reportedly be in charge of a very important Native American (8)
12. Good essayist describes Black Sea port (6)
14. Still holding prisoner and conservative together (2, 7)
15. Chain restaurant’s caricatures involving military academy freshman (9)
16. Don’t open middle register (5)

DOWN
1. 2005 movie conveying emergency room’s candor (9)
2. Partly conceal a terminal down the road (5)
3. Country singer put small amount of money into marshland (8)
4. Brought up Apple Computers fraud (4)
5. Cheer about very funny person and one comic actress (5, 5)
6. Not returning in any Shakespeare role (6)
7. Overwhelmed independent sister with old hat (9)
8. Fitting movie involving lightcycles surrounding gym (3-2)
9. Trim down dimensions outside bank, perhaps (10)
10. Leader of aerobics knelt, shifting pressure to the tops of the feet (5-4)
11. Kitchen appliance and fancy hat opened for Christmas (9)
12. From that point on, gathering finally understood a Garth Brooks song (3, 5)
13. Glam-rock singer imports casual shirt and neckwear (3, 3)
14. Talk goes over a large country (5)
15. Bouquet delivered in recital (5)
16. First-rate court stenographer initially behaves (4)